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Pacific Electric's B-50-13/-14
and S.P.'s Radial Roof Boxcars

During the late steam era, the B-50-13 and -14 boxcars
were the largest block of cars of similar design on the S.P. The
road depended on simple outside braced boxcars until the
substantial purchases of new steel boxcars during the late
Forties and early Fifties. The-13/-14s with their "Z" braces in a
Howe truss arrangement and fishbelly underfrarne numbered
7275 cars at purchase, only slightly decreased by 1948. They
were built in the mid-Twenties and served into the late '50s.
~ The B-50-13/-14s were built with composite ends and a
_ .iber door on the "A" end. In a few years, the S.P. would
modify most cars with the new Dreadnaught ends, though
some composite ends remained until scrapping. In addition,
the cars used distinctive ladders of angles and rods. The cars
carne with "T" section trucks and most rode on them
throughout their life. The -13/-14s varied somewhat from one
another. The B-50-13 had a 9' A" IH and the -14 a 9' 3" IH.
The B-50-13 had the Murphy XLA roor-a wood roof with
metal sheathing=causing the reduction in interior height. The -
14 bad metal Hutcbins, Murphy radial and Viking roofs.
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Pacific Electric applied a unique brake rigging and their
distinctive logo to their version of the B-50-13/-14, some 800
cars. Because of the sharp curves, the brake system was
rigged to the outside of the trucks. The cylinder was midway
between the sides and center sill and a double lever
arrangement connected the cylinder to hand brake via a rod
and chain along the side sill. In addition, the P.E. modified the
SP logo to read "Pacific Electric, California."

Sunshine is releasing the B-50-13/-14s with Murphy
radial roof and Pacific Electric brake rigging and decals. The
cars come with either the composite or Dreadnaugbt ends.
Castings of the lumber door are available with the composite
ends. Kits feature etched metal ladder angles to represent the
unusual prototype ladders. S.P. decals will letter the models
for either SP, T&NO or SP de Mexico and its successors.
Major parts are in gray urethane. All detailing parts are
included, except trucks and couplers. Kadee "T" section trucks
and couplers are available separately. The kit includes full
instructions and Prototype Date Sheet.

Kit #17.10 Pacific Electric B-50-13 with Murphy XLA roof, composite ends, decals for P.E., $27
Kit #17.11 Pacific Electric B-50-13 with Murphy XLA roof, Dreadnaught ends, decals for P.E. , $27
Kit #17.12 Pacific Electric B-50-14 with Hutchins roof, composite ends, decals for P.E., $27
Kit #17.13 Pacific Electric B-50-14 with Hutchins roof. Dreadnaught ends, decals for P.E., $27
Kit #17.14 Pacific Electric B-50-14 with Murphy radial roof, composite ends, decals for P.E., $27
Kit#17.15 Pacific Electric B-50-14 with Murphy radial roof, Dreadnaught ends, decals for P.E., $27
Kit #17. S.P. B-50-14 wI Murphy radial rf, composite ends, decals for SP, T&NO, Mexican Lines, $27
Kit 17.7 S.P. B-50-14 wI Murphy radial rf, D'naught ends, decals for SP, T&NO, Mexican Lines, $27
Part # 8, Kadee all metal "T" section trucks with kit, $5.75
Part #D.1 dee rs, $1.25
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Add $3.00 for shipping per five kits in U.S. (MO residents add 5.975% ), Canada $5.60 for two kits
Sunshine Models Box 4997 Springfield MO 65808-4997


